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About This Game

The main goal in All Alone is to find the way out of such forgotten town.

All you have is a flashlight and voices to follow, in order to escape.
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OS: Win 7
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--{Character Stats}--
\u2610 Sans
\u2611 Wife and Kid Beater
\u2610 Medium
\u2610 Awful

--{Price}--
\u2610 Worth the price ten times over
\u2610 Simply, yeah
\u2611 This was a pre-order bonus why can I even buy it?
\u2610 Eat my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
--{Actual Content}--
\u2610 Adds an amazing amount of content to the game
\u2611 Adds main DLC plus bonus items things
\u2610 Adds one thing
\u2610 Who wants to help me kill myself

7.6\/10

(Note- Overpowered\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. It really comes as no surprise to me that the first game from a
development team helmed by a former major game designer of the recent 2d Rayman games happens to be one of the best
platformer games I have played in recent years.
You really can tell that this game was made by people who truly understand the strengths of the genre and who have been at it
for a long time.

It manages to capture that sweet game flow spot, where you can blaze through a level without having to stop a single time or
having to wait for an obstacle to move out of the way (If you are good enough at the game, that is).
Level design is at it's finest here, conveying to you just the enough amount of information about the situation ahead of you
without wasting your time or being condescending about it.
If you have played games like Rayman Legends, Super Meat Boy or Dustforce, then you know exactly what you are getting
yourself into here.

In Splasher you control a janitor who is trying to escape a chemical facility that is using it's workers as lab rats, while saving as
many other co-workers as you can.
At your disposal, you have access to 3 types of projectile fluids that change the way you interact with the environment around
you: one that makes you stick to walls and ceilings, one that makes bounce off any surface you touch, and water that clears those
two other fluids.
Other than the fluid gimmick, the only other thing you do in this game is jumping.
And that's where the brilliance of the game resides in. It's such a simple game to understand and play, but the real challenge is in
how you chain those various fluids to reach the finish line.
Every level brings up some sort of new gimmick or obstacle to overcome and goes wild with it. For example, there is a level
where blue lasers kill you if you stay on them for more than a few seconds, and another level where there is a constant wind
current dragging you forward.
But the basic gameplay always remains the same: you can jump and shoot the fluids. The level throws every possible situation at
you using it's main gimmick, but you will be doing the same you have always done before.
And its not like you get all the 3 fluids in one go. The game very smartly introduces one fluid at a time and gives you enough
levels to get accustomed to it before giving you a new one.

If I had to place it's difficulty somewhere, I would say it is probably harder than the Rayman games, but easier than Super Meat
Boy and Dustforce.
I personally found it a breeze to get through, finishing the game with 100% workers saved in 5 hours only. But i have been
playing games like this since I was a kid, so this all becomes subjective.
All I can say is that the game has the perfect pacing and ramps up the difficulty very well, the first level being a simple game
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about jumping over some platforms and the final level being a thrilling escape scene where you are scrambling the controller to
use the right fluid at the right time.

If there is a negative point I can throw at the game, it's definitely the art direction and aestethic.
I have nothing against the drawing style used in this game, but it has a severe lack of background diversity and lack of
personality and humour.
Every single level has the same setting and background art utilized (and if it does change, its really not noticeable), and the
premise of the factory is never really used to it's fullest potential. The factory is turning it's workers into potatoes, but they never
do much with that joke, outside of some bland and uninteresting enemies to deal with.
I'm fully aware that story and visuals are not the main appeal of this kind of game, but it goes a long way in making more people
interested in the genre and giving your game some sort of personality. I think everyone would agree with me that Rayman
Legends without it's art direction, Super Meat Boy without it's charm and humour, and Dustforce without it's background
variety and unique soundtrack, would make them lesser games.

But I understand that for a first endeavour, they decided to focus on the stuff that really matters: the gameplay. And in my
opinion they created one of the most underrated games of 2017. Im really hopeful of this team's next project.. Good Witchers
Contract but the cave is a bit big and you can easily miss the entrance to the monster.. This game is being sold on its puzzle
solving and atmosphere. And yes it does have a good atmosphere and yes there is some puzzle solving, so of which is interesting
and different from what I've seen in the past. HOWEVER, the thing not clear in the trailers etc, is the "platformer" nature of the
game. What do I mean? Jumping puzzles. Timing runs through areas. And so on. I quit the game early on because I don't like
jumping and timing runs, etc. I was very agrivated when it became clear this was going to be a staple of the game.

Now, all of that said, if you like timed runs and jumping puzzles then this might be somethng to look at. The game trades on
fear, especially fear of things in the dark. It does an excelent job of it. Its got a really well put together hellscape feel and I can't
say the moster I did see didn't make me jump, it did. This game is a find the next key type afair as well, so you'll be hunting
through buildings and rooms liking for the next key\/clue. If none of that turns you off then you will probably want to check this
one out.. An amazing movie. If you've ever felt oppressed by the the gaming community for any reason (race, creed, religion,
sexuality, gender, etc), I highly highly suggest this.. One of my favorite aspects of Mafia 2 is the story progression and how the
map and atmosphere changes as you progress through different time periods. The map is done very well, and it feels real to what
I assume what 1940's New York would feel like - But I wish the game gave you more opportunities to explore all the hidden
corners. I have also encountered some bugs concerning the map with some area's glitching out to black but it has only happened
2-3 times.

It's fun to drive around the city while the radio plays in the background - especially when you're being chased by cops. I think
the Police AI is actually pretty decent most of the time, and I like how you have the option to pay fines instead of just shooting
the cops.

The campaign is enjoyable, though I can't say the same for the DLC missions. The campaign missions don't feel very repeatable
and they're almost always set in different places or time of day. Like I mentioned before, the story progresses really well- and
you can really feel and see the changes as you play.

I think if you're really interested and have a couple extra bucks, get it on sale.. Happy with the additonal content that the
premium content contains.. i tried to play the game with a controller. it does everything exept attack.
it would be kinda handy to attack if you are getting stampeed by zombies.
how can i fix this.
i realy want to play the game with the controller
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I want to love this game SO BAD - the aesthetics & game mechanics are awesome & it looks so good in VR. However, the
camera controls make this basically unplayable for me. I just about lost my mind trying to get my "block" island to be on a level
plane & ended up with it floating upside down over my head a few times. It really needs some easily accessible auto snapping \/
camera reset options - once that's addressed, it'll be awesome!. i was confused for a while since I bought this around Christmas
but this DLC didnt unlock until now. Now that it works, I think its a nice little addition for some better music to play to. The
costumes are a bit goofy and so are the tricks, buts its fun to slap them on here and there. You also dont need to wear the
costumes to get the music like I thought at first, there's an playlist option in the settings to turn it on.

It would be nice if Ubisoft could revamp certain aspects of this game though, like add in a community tab so we could try lots
of races and etc. I think that would help with replayability, instead of adding in these DLCs that don't add a ton to the game
(they are a bit lacking in content for the prices of some of these add ons).
. if you are interested in puzzle or chess or etc type of games, this is your kind of game. Great
\ud83d\udc4d\ud83d\udc4d\ud83d\udc4d\ud83d\udc4d\ud83d\udc4d game to play i recommend this. Oh my stars, Wanshi's
route made me so emotional. I have been enjoying the Friendsims, but this route made me feel... emotionally engaged like no
other. She is so pure, but more than that, her route is so interesting. Wanshi is 5 and a half sweeps old, not much younger than
the trolls at the beginning of Homestuck, which just... puts things in perspective. And I connected with Wanshi too, because
when I was young I was just like her, obsessed with the lore of the Warrior Cats books and roleplaying with my friend, acting it
all out. It's silly and embarassing, but those books meant the world to me. Seeing Wanshi being so happy and passionate just...
made me so happy. And the "close call" avoiding the bad end was chilling. I also enjoyed the Tegiri, Polypa, and Lynera
cameos. Things are really starting to feel like the MSPA Reader has a real friend group. Also, Wanshi's theme is so gorgeous!

Charun's route was chill; the only real artist in the Troll Call, it seems. Some Toby Fox tunes are always welcome, but
[REDACTED] is in Charun's cave and I hate it. Also, I noticed not one but two references to classic philosophy, which seems
oddly fitting.
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